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     The Kirby games are fairly well known for their powder pink puffball of a hero. 
What most folks overlook is the fairly complex characters. Take Meta Knight, a 
creature who looks much like Kirby� if Kirby was a dark knight with bat wings. 
While he appears evil he is much more than that, squarly being an anti-hero who 
does whatever it takes to keep the peace even if takes beating Kirby senseless. 
 
     Meta Knight is small but strong, quick but not too fast. He’s kind of like Mario 
to a degree with his fairly balanced stats. Of course the big pointy sword and his 
flying abilities add quite a different spin to this. When using Meta Knight make a 
point of getting used to his hard hitting fighting style and pairing it up with his 
great mobility to keep foes on the ropes at all times. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Game Appearances 
Kirby: The Squeak Squad –DS����.��..�..2006 
 
Kirby: Canvas Curse – DS����������.2005 
 
Kirby & the Amazing Mirror – GBA�������2004 
 
Kirby Super Star – SNES�����������1996 
 
Kirby’s Adventure – NES�����������1993 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Meta Knight’s Moves 
 

This is a comprehensive list of all the moves available to this character. They are broken up by 

the type of attack they are with the Smashes and Final Smash getting their own sections. A few 

notes before we begin: 

 

* Red Skills are range dependant – The closer you are, the more damage you do. 

* Blue Skills are range dependant – The farther away you are, the more damage you do. 

* Green Skills can be charged to do more damage. 

 
Ground Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Sword Flurry Attack Button 3-10% Meta Knight slashes the 

air around himself. 

Sword Flurry Attack (repeatedly) 3-20% By attacking repeatedly 

extend the sword flurry. 

Sword Flurry Attack (held) 3-20% This is essentially the 

same attack as above. 

Walking Stab Attack (while walking) 4% While moving forward 

stab forward at your foe. 

Diving Kick Attack (while running) 8% Dive forward and kick at 

your foes. 

Upward Stab Up + Attack 6-8% Stab upwards to knock 

your foes airborne. 

Leg Stab Down + Attack 6% Crouch down and stab at 

your enemies legs. 

Ledge Attack Attack (while hanging) 8% Chase off pesky ledge 

guarders with this attack. 

Wing Beatdown Grab / Attack button 

repeatedly for attacks 

3%+ Buffet your foes with 

your wings. 

Float and Slam Up + Grab 12% Float up and slam your 

opponent to the ground 

Slam and Stomp 

 

Down + Grab 11% Knock your victim down 

and stomp on them. 

Sideways Smash 

 

Left or Right + Grab 9-10% Smash your foe away 

from yourself. 

 

 

Airborne Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Blade Twirl Attack Button 7-12% Twirl your sword around 

to harm nearby foes. 

Slash Above Up + Attack 6% An upwards slash that 

helps juggle foes. 

Slash Below Down + Attack 7% Slash downward at foes 

for good damage. 

Sword Assault Toward Opponent + 

Attack 

4-10% A repeated sword strike 

combo, knock foes away. 

Backwards Assault 

 

Away from Opponent + 

Attack 

3-12% A series of backwards 

attacks. 



 

 

Smash Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Upward Flurry Up + Attack together - 

Chargeable 

3-12% Series of upward attacks 

that knock foes up. 

Area Slashes Down + Attack together 11-15% Slash at enemies all 

around your person. 

Power Slash Left or Right + Attack 

together 

14-19% This heavy sword slash is 

good for taking out foes. 

 

 
 

Special Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Mach Tornado Special Button 4-20% Spin into a tornado and 

move about freely. 

Shuttle Loop Up + Special 9% Spin around in the air 

with your sword out. 

Dimensional Cape Down + Special 14% Teleport around to 

surprise your enemies. 

Drill Rush Left or Right + Special 1-10% Drill forward with your 

sword to damage foes. 

 

 
 

Final Smash Damage Description 
Galaxia Darkness 40% Enemies touched by your cape and cut and sent 

flying away for high knockback. 

 

            



Combat Strategies 
Meta Knight is one of the best characters in Super Smash Bros. Brawl. While he is small and 

somewhat easily knocked around he is powerful and fast allowing him to strike enemies hard 

while moving around easily. He is somewhat comparable to Mario in his ease of use but he lacks 

the range the plumber possesses and makes up for it in his ability to fly around the stage and 

make some rather insane recoveries. 

 

 - If you pay attention to Meta Knights moves you will notice that he does a rather heavy amount 

of damage with most of his normal attacks. Oddly enough his special moves are pretty damn 

weak, one of which is almost solely based around recovery and another geared towards confusion 

more than it is a direct attack. His Drill Rush is also oddly weak leaving him with only one 

powerful special attack. Due to this you will have to learn to improvise combos quickly. 

 

 - Much like Kirby Meta Knight can fly around by tapping the up button. He can flap his wings 

up to four times to get lift essentially letting him quadruple jump instead of just double jumping. 

If you use his flight capabilities paired up with his Drill Rush or Shuttle Loop maneuvers you can 

make your way back to the platforms from a surprisingly far distance. 

 

 - While it can help you cover distances never use the Shuttle Loop if you can help it. You’re 

much better off using the Drill Rush to cover a fair distance or the Mach Tornado if you only 

need a bit more distance. These two attacks will protect you a lot more than the Shuttle Loop, a 

move you’re quite vulnerable while doing it. Get back to the platforms and use the Blade Twirl 

attack to knock enemies that are ledge guarding away. 

 

 - As amusing as it is to say this when Meta Knight is on the ground his strongest normal attacks, 

barring smashes, is his Sword Flurry. Simply getting in close range and cramming on the attack 

button can sometimes do up to 20% damage to your opponent. Other than this make use of his 

powerful side smash, the Power Slash, to deal with foes normally. Learn to flick the second 

analog stick in the direction of your foes to snap off this attack quickly and you will find that your 

foes go flying about with ease. 

 

 - Meta Knight excels in the air more so than he does while on the ground. While he has more 

ground based attacks than aerial ones, on average the aerial attacks will be much more useful for 

dealing damage to your enemy. If you want to hurt an enemy with a quick attack then hop 

forward with a small jump and use the Blade Twirl move to hit them for about 10% damage. 

 

 - Should you have the ability to throw an enemy grab them and use the up throw, the Float and 

Slam. Once they hit the floor they will bounce so you can rush forward and lay into them to do a 

bit more damage. You will get about 20% damage out of this small combo and it requires little in 

the ways of skill to pull off. 

 

 - Once you get a bit more comfortable with Meta Knight it’s time to up the ante. One of Meta 

Knights greatest attributes is his ability to juggle foes. While an enemy is airborne you can leap 

up, fly around and follow them using his up air attack, Slash Above, to knock enemies back up 

into the air. With using this a few times to rack up the damage and then using the Mach Tornado 

or the Upward Flurry you can add up on it and possibly knock them off the stage entirely. 
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